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Abstract

The size-dependent melting behaviour of clusters of polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbon (PAH) molecules is studied computationally using the isotropic PAHAP po-
tential (Totton et al., 2012, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 14 4081–4094).
The investigation aims to shed light on the understanding of the liquid-like behaviour
of PAH clusters. Detailed molecular dynamic (MD) simulations are performed to in-
vestigate the size-dependent melting of two representative homogeneous PAH clus-
ters composed of either pyrene (C16H10) or coronene (C24H12) molecules. The evo-
lution of the intermolecular energy and the Lindemann Index are used to estimate
the melting points of individual nano-clusters. The results from the MD simulations
show that individual PAH molecules within nano-clusters are highly mobile below
typical flame temperatures. A detailed morphological investigation of coronene500
further reveals that the coronene clusters evolve from a columnar particle in the solid
phase to an irregular spherical particle in the liquid phase. In contrast, no such evo-
lution is observed for pyrene300 which remains in a spherical configuration. A linear
decrease in the reduced melting temperature is found with increasing inverse particle
size. The melting process of these clusters starts from the surface and the liquid layer
grows inwards with increasing temperature.
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1 Introduction

Soot morphology has been studied numerically [25, 44, 57] and experimentally [20] for
decades but understanding the processes that determine the morphology remains a very
challenging and complex problem. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are often
invoked as key precursors to soot formation [10, 40, 41]. This hypothesis assumes soot
particles to be comprised of a mixture of PAH molecules, i.e. PAH clusters. However,
very little is known about the internal structure and morphology of PAH clusters. Some
morphological information can be obtained from high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HR-TEM) images [20] and image analysis techniques can be used to probe
the internal particle composition [15, 71].

A number of theoretical studies have also been performed, including investigations of
small benzene (C6H6) [11, 14, 55, 63, 64, 70], naphthalene (C10H8) [64] and anthracene
(C14H10) [37] clusters to identify the patterns of the configurations. Rapacioli et al. [44]
have investigated assemblies of some larger PAH molecules, from pyrene to circum-
coronene, with the cluster sizes ranging from 2 up to 32 molecules. More recently,
pyrene and coronene clusters containing up to 50 molecules were investigated theoreti-
cally by Totton et al. [57] as analogues of nascent soot particles, with cluster densities
calculated using a Monte Carlo integration scheme [39]. In another study, a large ensem-
ble containing 196 irregular PAH molecules (720 Daltons) was investigated via Monte
Carlo simulations with atomic pair potentials [25]. Despite the studies of homogenous
PAH clusters, very few heterogeneous clusters have been studied in the literature [21].
Most of the bulk PAH compounds, particularly those which are larger than coronene, are
not experimentally available. Goddard [18] and coworkers synthesised nearly pure hex-
abenzocoronene and benzodicoronene crystal samples from pyrene. Unlike usual planar
hexabenzocoronene, a novel saddle-shaped molecule was synthesised by embedding a
seven-membered ring [28]. The difficulty in the preparation of the bulk system highlights
the advantage of computer simulations. In the context of soot inception, the soot commu-
nity has already benefited from the molecular dynamics method as it allows us to gain the
insights of the process form a microscopic point of view [16, 51, 67].

The change in morphology, particularly particle rounding, accounts for the main reduction
in surface area of soot particles during the formation and growth of the soot [12]. Conse-
quently, it is extremely important to understand how soot morphology varies in order to
improve the predictiveness of current soot models [4, 12, 48]. The melting behaviour of
PAH clusters is fundamental to soot morphology. However nano-cluster melting is more
complex than that of bulk systems due to finite-size effects and it is generally found that
melting temperatures are size-dependent. As the cluster size increases, the melting point
approaches that of the bulk system. This is often referred to as melting point depression,
and is evident in numerous experimental [5, 9, 49] and theoretical [27, 30, 35, 52, 53]
studies. It has been further established that the cluster melting temperature decreases lin-
early with the reciprocal of cluster diameter [35]. However, a few exceptions exist, such
as small sodium clusters which have stable ‘magic’ icosahedral structures [49].

As discussed by Nanda [34], several different melting mechanisms were proposed to ex-
plain the melting behaviour as shown in Figure 1. In the first process, the entire particle
is in equilibrium and the melting occurs homogeneously within the entire particle. This
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Figure 1: Three different melting hypotheses for nanoparticles (adapted from [34]).

mechanism is referred to as the homogeneous melting hypothesis (HMH), with no surface
melting observed and the melting temperature Tcm of the nanoparticles can be expressed
by:

Tcm

Tbulk
= 1− βHMH

D
, (1)

where βHMH is a material constant, D is the diameter of the nanoparticle, and Tbulk is
the bulk melting point. In the second process, which is referred to as liquid nucleation
and growth (LNG), a liquid layer forms on the surface and further expands with tempera-
ture. Once the liquid layer reaches the core of particle, the particle is completely molten.
This mechanism considers that surface melting exists even below melting points and the
melting temperature can be given by

Tcm

Tbulk
= 1− βLNG

D
, (2)

where βLNG is a material constant.

In the third process, referred to as liquid skin melting (LSM), a liquid layer is formed over
the solid core at a low temperature. Unlike the LNG theory, the thickness of the liquid
layer remains constant until the entire particle suddenly transforms to liquid at the melting
temperature. The expression for the melting temperature is given by

Tcm

Tbulk
= 1− βLSM

D − 2δ
, (3)
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where βLSM is a material constant, δ is the thickness of the liquid layer.

It may be noted from Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 that both HMH and LNG predict a linear variation of
melting temperature with the inverse of size. The only difference between HMH and LNG
is the prefactor, βHMH and βLNG. It is obvious from Eq. 3 that LSM predicts a non-linear
relationship between the melting temperature and the inverse of the particle size.

In this work, we consider 10 homogenous pyrene and coronene nano-clusters with be-
tween 50 and 500 molecules in each cluster. The size-dependent melting behaviour is
investigated via conventional molecular dynamics (MD) methods with an isotropic poten-
tial for PAH interactions (termed isoPAHAP) developed previously. The melting points
of individual nano-clusters are extracted according to the analysis of intermolecular en-
ergy, local and global Lindemann index. The morphology evolution is also tracked to
investigate the melting process.

2 Computational method

2.1 Intermolecular potential

Recently [62] we have used molecular dynamics simulations of homogeneous PAH sys-
tems to determine the size of PAH molecule required for inception of PAH dimers and
larger clusters at flame temperatures. The results shed light on the soot inception mecha-
nism and were based on an intermolecular potential fitted to high-level ab initio SAPT(DFT)
calculations [58, 60, 61]. Originally, we developed this transferable anisotropic potential
for PAH molecules (termed PAHAP) considering three types of interaction, C–C, C–H
and H–H. However, the PAHAP potential uses angular expansions to take account of the
atomic shape anisotropy and such angular dependence is currently not supported by stan-
dard MD codes [65]. Consequently, we developed the isoPAHAP potential based on the
PAHAP reference potential suitable for use in MD codes [65]. For convenience, we briefly
describe the potential here.

Atom-atom intermolecular potentials approximate the total intermolecular interaction en-
ergy U as a sum over all pairwise atomic interactions between molecules:

U =
∑
A

∑
A<B

∑
a∈A

∑
b∈B

Uab(Rab,Ωab), (4)

where Uab(Rab,Ωab) denotes an atom-atom interaction potential. The indices A and B are
for molecules, and the indices a and b run over all the atomic sites within each molecule.
In general the atom-atom interaction potential depends upon the atom-atom separation,
Rab, and their relative orientation, denoted generically by Ωab. However, current MD
codes remove the orientational dependence as a simplification assuming that each atom in
the molecule has a uniform electron distribution around it.

The form of the isoPAHAP potential is given in Eq. 5 and is identical to the original
PAHAP potential except that the shape function ρ is no longer orientation-dependent.

Uab = G exp
[
− αab(Rab − ρab)

]
− f6(Rab)

C6,iso

R6
ab

+
qaqb
Rab

, (5)
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Table 1: Parameters for isoPAHAP potential in a.u.a

atom pair ρ α C6

C C 6.0434 1.8783 30.282
C H 4.9562 1.7560 12.605
H H 4.1195 1.4043 5.2179

a The damping coefficient β and the pre-exponential factor G are taken from Ref. 58 to be 1.6485 a.u. and 0.001 a.u. respectively.

The first term is the short-range Born-Mayer term multiplied by a constant G, set to
0.001 Hartrees, the second is the damped dispersion term and the third is the point-charge
electrostatic term. The dispersion is damped with a Tang-Toennies damping function [56]
f6(Rab) given by

fn(Rab) = 1− exp(−βRab)
n∑
k=0

(βRab)
k

k!
(6)

where β = 1.6485 a.u., taken from Ref [58]. The parameters of isoPAHAP potential were
fitted to the interaction energies of 2500 pseudo-random coronene dimer configurations
calculated by the PAHAP potential [62]. The resulting parameters for the isoPAHAP po-
tential are shown in Table 1. In order to use this potential in standard MD codes we had
to further create a tabulated version including tabulated first derivatives. The step length
between the adjacentRab was set to 0.0005 nm in the tabulated version to ensure the inter-
polation error is negligible. As discussed in ref [62], PAH molecules are relatively rigid
and planar and have limited ability to accommodate kinetic energy into intramolecular
modes, making the intermolecular modes the most important for determining PAH clus-
ter stability. However, intramolecular interactions have been accounted for by using the
aromatic parameters from the OPLS-AA force field [22, 24] for bonds, angles, dihedrals
and improper dihedrals.

2.2 Simulation details

We used conventional MD methods to study the size-dependent melting behaviour of ho-
mogenous PAH nano-clusters containing pyrene or coronene molecules (Figure 2). A
number of nano-clusters, PAHN , with N varying from 50 up to 500 (Table 2) were con-
sidered. The monomer geometry and atom-centred point-charges for pyrene and coronene
molecules were obtained from our previous study [58, 59].

(a) (b)

Figure 2: PAH molecules in this study: (a) Pyrene (C16H10), (b) Coronene (C24H12).

For the most part, clusters were simulated at multiple constant temperature conditions
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rather than gradually heating and cooling which is the method commonly used in the
study of nano-cluster melting. Our method allows us to explore a proper equilibrated
configuration at different temperatures and minimise the error introduced by finite equili-
bration times as shown in Figure 3. The molecules were initially randomly packed within
a confined sphere region to create a compact cluster-like configuration by the PACKMOL
software package [29]. Minor corrections of the configuration were required to remove
abnormally large forces between atoms via an energy minimisation step. This was per-
formed using a two-step minimisation method including a steepest descent algorithm and
a quasi-Newtonian algorithm according to the low-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno approach (L-BFGS) [7]. The simulated annealing (SA) method [26] was then
used to produce the initial configurations. Specifically, the clusters were heated to a high
temperature state and cooled to a relatively low temperature state in order to allow molec-
ular rearrangement. The entire heating and cooling processes took 1.0 ns. The first 0.4 ns
was usually at a constant temperature simulation at low temperature to stabilise the con-
figuration avoiding surface evaporation while heating. For the remaining time, the system
was annealed individually only considering the intermolecular interactions with a cut-off
of 1.5 nm. The velocity rescaling thermostat [6] was used to control the temperature dur-
ing the SA step. Specifically, the kinetic energy is rescaled to the target temperature every
0.5 ps.

The final configuration was used as the starting configuration for the determination of
the melting point, including at least 8 ns equilibrium (NVT) run and 1 ns production run
at a particular temperature. The intermolecular interaction cut-offs of equilibrium and
production runs was set to 3.0 nm. The Nosé-Hoover temperature coupling method [19,
36] was used for equilibrium and production runs. This temperature coupling method
converges more slowly than the velocity rescaling method but it allows us to probe a
correct NVT ensemble. The integration time step was set to 1 fs and trajectories were
integrated using the velocity Verlet algorithm [66]. All simulations were performed in
vacuo without periodic boundary conditions using the Gromacs 4.5.4 program [65]. For
each case, the physical quantities (intermolecular energy, Lindemann index, etc.) were
averaged within the production run (1 ns trajectory).

2.3 Structure equilibration

To accurately estimate the melting point of individual clusters, a critical step is to probe
whether the system is at equilibrium. In other words, the equilibration time is an impor-
tant consideration when calculating melting points. The equilibration time is defined as
the time to equilibrate a particular system at a given temperature. Following the equili-
bration, physical properties are obtained by further extending the equilibrium run, often
referred to as the ‘production run’. To investigate how equilibrium time affects our results,
we monitored the intermolecular energy evolution of pyrene300 and coronene500 clusters
at 200 K and 550 K respectively (Figure 3) to determine the optimal equilibrium run du-
ration.

In Figure 3b, a systematic drift in the intermolecular energy is observed for coronene500.
The energy difference between the average of the first 1 ns of the trajectory and that of the
last 1 ns is 0.127 eV per number of molecules in the cluster or 0.127 eV/# (approximately
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(a) Pyrene300, 200K

(b) Coronene500, 550K

Figure 3: Intermolecular energy evolution of pyrene300 and coronene500 clusters at 200K
and 550K respectively. The red lines represent the evolution of the moving
average with 1 ns as window size. The left configurations correspond to the
starting configurations at 0 ns for both cases while the right ones correspond
to the final configurations of pyrene300 at 9 ns and coronene500 at 16 ns. The
white color represents Hydrogen atom while the red color represents Carbon
atom.

11% of its intermolecular energy). This clear systematic drift starts after approximately
3 ns and ends at 9 ns. During this period, the molecules within coronene500 continuously
rearrange to a more energetically favourable configuration, i.e. a columnar phase. In
contrast, a systematic drift (8%) for pyrene300 is only observed within the first 1 ns while
the energy drift for the remaining trajectory is small (2%) (Figure 3a).
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Table 2: Number of molecules, diameter, inverse diameters and densities of the investi-
gated clusters at their melting points.

Cluster Spherical diameter d (nm) d−1 (nm−1) Density (g/cm−3)
Pyrene50 3.157 0.317 1.02
Pyrene80 3.676 0.272 1.03
Pyrene100 3.942 0.254 1.05
Pyrene200 4.956 0.202 1.05
Pyrene300 5.649 0.177 1.07
Coronene50 3.518 0.284 1.09
Coronene80 4.086 0.245 1.10
Coronene100 4.419 0.226 1.10
Coronene200 5.529 0.181 1.12
Coronene500 7.512 0.133 1.13

Even though the intermolecular energy of pyrene300 cluster quickly converged, we select
10 ns as a standard equilibrium setting for all investigated clusters to allow appropriate
equilibration of the particle structure.

2.4 Particle properties

The properties of the final configurations of all 10 different sizes pyrene and coronene
clusters at their corresponding melting points are summarised in Table 2. The volumes
and densities of cluster were calculated according to a Monte Carlo integration routine
developed previously [57] and the same calculation parameters were used. The spherical
diameters were further calculated by assuming spherical particles.

As shown in Figure 5, the configurations at melting points suggested particles were nearly
spherical, and thus we plotted the spherical diameter of individual cluster as a function
of N1/3 where N is the number of molecules within the cluster (Figure 4). Figure 4
shows a clear linear relationship for pyrene and coronene clusters, and this correlation
supports the assumption of spherical particles. However, this correlation may break down
at temperatures lower than the melting points when particles may cease to be spherical,
e.g. the tube-like configuration of coronene500 cluster at 550 K in Fig 10.

2.5 Definition of melting

The melting points of nanoparticles have been determined by monitoring various dynamic
and structural properties. The most common criteria used to characterise melting include
the Lindemann index [1, 27] (i.e., the root-mean-square bond length fluctuations), radial
distribution functions [27, 72] and many different types of caloric curves or heat capacity
curves [1]. In the present work, we use intermolecular energy, local (Eq. 9) and global
(Eq. 8) Lindemann indices to characterise the solid-liquid transition.

The solid-liquid phase transition temperature is defined as the temperature of the abrupt
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Figure 4: The spherical diameter of pyrene and coronene clusters as a function of N1/3

which N is the number of molecule within a cluster. The equation of the
straight lines of best fit and the corresponding R2 value are shown at the top
for coronene cluster and bottom for pyrene cluster respectively.

change in enthalpy due to the latent heat. The caloric curve is thus expected to jump at
the melting point indicating absorption of latent heat and this is the underlying reason that
the melting behaviour can be monitored by caloric curves. Furthermore, the molecule in
solids undergo small amplitude fluctuations near their equilibrium position, and the fluc-
tuations increase with the temperature. Usually, the Lindemann index which describes
root-mean-square (rms) bond fluctuation is used to identify the phase transition tempera-
ture. At the melting point, the molecules gain translational freedom and the Lindemann
index is increased by as much as a factor of three [27]. The Lindemann index of an
individual molecule is expressed as

δi =
1

N − 1

∑
j 6=i

√
〈r2ij〉T − 〈rij〉2T
〈rij〉T

, (7)

where i and j are the index of ith and jth molecule, respectively, δi is Lindemann index
of the ith molecule, 〈. . . 〉T represents an average quantity over 1 ns at temperature T , rij
is the distance between centre of mass of molecule i and that of molecule j.

The global Lindemann index is expressed as

δG =
1

N

∑
i∈N

δi, (8)

where δG is global Lindemann index of cluster, and N is the number of molecules within
the individual cluster.

To explicitly investigate the local melting phenomenon, the cluster was divided into con-
centric shells with the same thickness (3.5 Å) which is the layer separation of PAH
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(a) Pyrene (b) Coronene

Figure 5: The reduced melting temperature as a function of inverse diameter for the
pyrene and coronene clusters. Tr is the reduced melting point of individual
cluster (Tcm/Tbulk). The triangles, N, indicate experimentally measured bulk
melting points. Tbulk of pyrene and coronene is 424.3 K [23] and 710.5 K [54]
respectively. The configurations of each size clusters at their corresponding
melting point are also embedded on the plot with the relative sizes of the clus-
ters preserved. Also included are details about the fitted curves.

stacks [33, 57]. Molecules can then be assigned to each shell according to the distance to
the mass centre of the final configuration.

Let S represent a set containing the molecule indices in a particular shell. The local
Lindemann index of each shell is defined as

δL =
1

|S|
∑
i∈S

δi, (9)

where δL is local Lindemann index of each shell, |S| represents the number of molecules
in the corresponding shell. One benefit of using δL is that we can individually monitor
the local mobility of each shell, i.e. surface-melting phenomena can be directly observed
if they exist. Furthermore, the melting point of the individual cluster can be estimated by
analysing δL. Clusters melt at the temperature at which δL near the cluster core shows no
obvious difference compared to that at the surface.
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Figure 6: Global Lindemann Index of pyrene and coronene clusters.
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Figure 7: Average intermolecular energy per molecule as a function of temperature for
different size pyrene and coronene clusters. The size of the clusters ranges from
50–500 molecules per cluster.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Cluster melting temperatures

All three melting monitoring methods were applied to all the clusters, and the reduced
melting points obtained are plotted in Figure 5 as a function of inverse diameter. The
reduced melting point is defined as the melting point of individual cluster divided by that
of bulk system. From Figure 5, it is clear that the predicted melting points yield a linear
dependence on the inverse diameter of the clusters which is observed in experiments and
numerical studies for metal atom systems [35]. The labelled ‘bulk’ point indicates the
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Table 3: Melting points and energy jump of the investigated clusters.

Cluster Melting point (K) Energy jump (eV/#)
Pyrene50 250 0.0121
Pyrene80 270 0.0068
Pyrene100 280 0.0146
Pyrene200 310 0.0143
Pyrene300 320 0.0147
Coronene50 455 0.070
Coronene80 480 0.094
Coronene100 500 0.084
Coronene200 525 0.138
Coronene500 575 0.159

bulk melting point from experiments (corresponding to D →∞). The melting points and
energy jumps due to melting of individual clusters are given in Table 3. Unsurprisingly,
the size of the energy jumps increase with the size of cluster and this indicates that higher
energy is required to melt clusters with more molecules. Rapacioli et al. [45] predicted the
melting point of coronene8 was 200 K using Monte Carlo simulation with the all-exchange
parallel tempering strategy [8]. This method allows an efficient approach to the global
minimum of the intermolecular energy. To interpret their caloric curve, they treated peaks
in the classical heat capacity as the signature of the melting phase change that is associated
with the thermal instability of the molecular stack sub-configurations. By comparison, we
predicted the melting point of coronene8 to be 219 K by linear extrapolation of curve
shown in Figure 5b. The spherical diameter of coronene8 is 1.936 nm and was computed
according to the linear relationship found between the spherical diameter of the individual
cluster and N1/3, where N is the number of molecules within a cluster, as shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the global Lindemann index and intermolecular energy per
molecule for particles of various sizes against the temperatures for pyrene and coronene
clusters respectively. The global Lindemann index of coronene clusters abruptly increased
as suggested from the local Lindemann index curves (Figure 8), and a similar significant
increase in the intermolecular energy was also be seen at the same temperature. Hence,
this temperature is interpreted as the melting point of individual clusters (Table 3). How-
ever, no such abrupt changes are seen for the pyrene clusters. Instead, the global Linde-
mann index gradually increases with the temperature for all clusters, and similarly, there
are no noticeable jumps in the intermolecular energy.

3.2 Mode of particle melting

The solid-liquid transition was also monitored by the local Lindemann index as a function
of distance to the centre of mass of the cluster, as shown in Figures 8 and 9 for coronene
and pyrene clusters, respectively. Different size coronene clusters under four typical tem-
peratures have been used to investigate the mobility of molecules within an individual
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Figure 8: Radial distribution of local Lindemann Index of coronene clusters, the size of
the clusters ranges from 50–500 coronene molecules per cluster.
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Figure 9: Radial distribution of local Lindemann Index of pyrene clusters, the size of the
clusters ranges from 50–300 pyrene molecules per cluster.
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cluster. At the lowest temperature, i.e. 200 K which is far below the melting point, the
local Lindemann index of all the cases is less than 0.05 and no difference is observed be-
tween the cluster centre and the surface. This observation suggests that the nanoparticle
is in the solid phase, and this is unsurprising since molecular fluctuations are limited at
such low temperatures. When increasing the temperature to 400 K, the clusters show size-
dependent behaviour. For the small clusters, i.e. coronene50, coronene80 and coronene100,
the local Lindemann indices at the surface are approximately two times higher than those
near the cluster centre. This indicates that molecules at the surface have greater freedom
while molecules at the cluster centre have less freedom to vibrate due to the stronger in-
teractions around them. In other words, this phenomenon can be interpreted as surface
melting [53]. However, this variation in mobility between surface and core decreases as
the cluster size increases. For coronene500, no such difference can be observed, and the
local Lindemann index remains constant across the cluster. For cases where the tempera-
ture is slightly lower than the cluster melting point, surface melting is clear for all cases.
At the melting point, the local Lindemann curves of all the coronene cases become flat
indicating that the mobility of molecules at the core and at the surface are nearly the same.
Furthermore, the higher values, which are approximately three times greater than that at
temperatures slightly lower than their melting points, indicate that all the molecules within
each respective cluster gain translational freedom and consequently, the cluster is in the
liquid state. In summary, it can be concluded that, for coronene clusters, surface melting
is a common pre-melting behaviour at temperatures sightly below the melting point.

For pyrene clusters (Figure 9), the local Lindemann index behaves differently compared
to coronene clusters, particularly at temperature close to the melting point. At 100 K, the
local Lindemann index of all cases remains very small due to such low temperatures and
when increasing the temperature to 200 K, no size-dependent behaviour is found. When
further increasing the temperature to a value close to the melting point, the mobility of
molecules at the cluster centre is high and the difference between the mobility of core
and surface molecules is much lower than found with the coronene clusters. However,
molecules at the surface are more diffusive than the core molecules. We speculate that the
formation of big stacked configurations, coronene500 at 550 K shown in Figure 10, limit
the fluctuation of molecules at the cluster centre, and result in a reduced local Lindemann
index. However, such configurations are not readily observed in the pyrene clusters allow-
ing core molecules to move more freely and resulting in no significant variation between
the local Lindemann index of the surface shell compared to that of the centre shell, at
temperatures sightly lower than the melting point. Again, with further heating the local
Lindemann index curve becomes flat indicating complete melting.

It is concluded that the mode of coronene cluster melting follows the LNG theory as
shown on Fig 1. The clear surface melting phenomenon is observed at temperatures lower
than the melting point and this suggest a formation of liquid skin. As increasing the
temperature, for instance, the coronene100, the liquid skin expands from the first shell at
400 K to the second shell at 490K. In contrast, the melting behaviour of pyrene clusters
seems to be intermediate between the homogenous melting and liquid nucleation and
growth mechanisms.
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Figure 10: Morphology evolution of coronene500 and pyrene300 from solid to liquid.

3.3 Morphology of pyrene and coronene clusters

To further investigate the melting behaviour, the evolution of the particle morphology was
examined visually for the largest pyrene and coronene clusters, pyrene300 and coronene500.
In Figure 10, configurations of coronene500 and pyrene300 at four representative tempera-
tures are shown; 400 K and 200 K represents a solid phase far below the melting point of
each cluster, 550 K and 310 K represents a solid phase slightly below the melting points,
575 K and 320 K represents a liquid phase slightly above the melting points and 650 K
and 380 K represents a liquid phase far above the melting points, respectively.

At 400 K, coronene500 is a combination of different size stacks in which the largest one
contains 12 coronene molecules while the smallest contains 3 molecules. From a ther-
modynamical point of view, the temperature is so low that the configuration is effectively
trapped in this local minimum configuration. It is unlikely that the cluster can overcome
the energy barriers associated with moving out of this local minimum without further heat-
ing. In contrast, at 550 K coronene500 forms a columnar particle containing multiple long
parallel stacks. It is worth noting that the prediction of such a configuration is strongly
dependent on allowing the system a sufficiently long time to equilibrate (see Figure 3b).
This packing behaviour is referred to as a columnar phase, or discotic configuration [2].
This type of packing has been seen experimentally with x-ray diffraction experiments [17]
for derivatives of hexabenzocoronene (C48H18) clusters at room temperature. These re-
sults suggest that the equilibrated structures of large planar PAH molecules should form a
columnar phase, as found here. Furthermore, Rapacioli et al. [43] also found the columnar
phase for a coronene32 cluster as the global minimum configuration.

At 575 K, the configuration of coronene500 becomes a cluster composed of smaller stacks
again. However, the underlying reason is different from 400 K case. Now as a liquid, the
higher kinetic energy of individual molecules destabilises the columnar stack configura-
tion resulting in the formation of small stacks, each with fewer than 10 molecules.

At 650 K, the configuration is very similar to 575 K case, however, a molecule on the
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right has evaporated from the surface. In total seven molecules moved away from the
surface during the first 3 ns of the simulation. In fact, single molecule evaporation was
first noticed at 525 K. This is in line with experimental findings which indicate molecules
begin to evaporate from coronene clusters at 535± 50 K [50].

Unlike coronene500, the configuration of pyrene300 does not form a columnar phase. The
stacking interaction between pyrene molecules is not as strong as that seen with coronene
molecules due to reduced π–π interactions [62] and a higher proportion of hydrogen
atoms, which both contribute to greater instability in large pyrene stacks such that they
are not energetically favourable configurations.

This study has focused on the melting behaviour of pericondensed aromatic hydrocarbons
(PCAH). It is concluded that the clusters begin to have liquid-like properties when individ-
ual molecules obtain sufficiently high kinetic energy to perform large-amplitude motion at
high temperatures. The mobility of individual PAH molecules is enhanced further by the
increase of the temperature. This observation suggests the feasibility of sintering process
between neighbour primary particles within a coronene or pyrene aggregate. Such process
is driven by molecular diffusion and accounts for particle rounding due to the rearrange-
ment of molecules without any change in the mass of an aggregate [12]. Furthermore, the
investigated clusters in this study (Table 2) have very similar physical properties to nascent
soot particles [13], such as the size and material density. The results in this present work
therefore shed light on the transition of nascent soot particles from coalescence or fully
sintered to fractal growth. This transition is not well understood in the soot community.
It is believed that at small sizes particles are liquid-like leading to complete coalescence.
However, larger particles are only partially coalesced due to transient nature of soot for-
mation which provides insufficient time to allow full particle rounding [38]. In an alterna-
tive view, particle rounding and further evolution and growth to fractal structures occurs
predominantly by surface growth and particle aggregation [3, 31, 32, 69].

The results of the present work suggests that we observed liquid-like nanoparticles of ho-
mogenous pyrene and coronene molecules even below 600 K. This observation indicates
the existence of liquid-like soot particles at flame temperatures (1500-2000 K), or at least
a liquid shell on the particle surface [68]. Recent research indicates that clusters com-
posed of small PAH molecules, such as pyrene and coronene, are unlikely to be stable at
flame temperatures [42, 46, 62]. However, it has been recently argued that enhanced inter-
actions, i.e. between localised molecular charges, may allow for stable binding between
smaller PAH molecules [68], although this is yet to be confirmed.

Even if pyrene and coronene clusters are not stable in flame conditions, the present ob-
servations suggest larger PCAH molecules e.g. circumcoronene (C54H18), may well be
highly mobile within particles in this environment. This would allow particle rounding by
sintering, although the extent of morphological change will depend on the composition
and the residence time in the flame. This is in line with our previous work [12, 47] in
which a population balance model was fitted to measured particles size distribution. It
was found that sintering played a very important role in forming soot aggregates. In the
light of the results of our MD study this rounding mechanism is plausible.
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4 Conclusions

Molecular dynamic simulations using a previously developed PAH intermolecular poten-
tial were performed to study the size dependent melting behaviour of pyrene and coronene
clusters with diameters from 3 to 8 nm, which are typical of the size of nascent soot par-
ticles. The melting process was followed by monitoring the local and global Lindemann
indexes for the clusters, as well as the caloric curves and visual inspection of the cluster
morphology evolution. A linear decrease in the reduced melting temperature was found
with increasing inverse particle size. Surface melting was also suggested from local Lin-
demann index analysis. Coronene clusters were found to form a distinct columnar phase
as a solid which was then disrupted upon melting such that only small stacks were ob-
served in the liquid phase. It was also found that the evaporation of coronene molecules
occurred near to the melting point. However, the pyrene clusters did not show any pref-
erence for the columnar phase, even at low temperature (200 K), due to its reduced π-
bonding interaction and higher hydrogen proportion. Instead, the pyrene clusters only
contained small stacks of up to 9 molecules. The present results show that individual
PAH molecules within nascent soot particles are likely to be highly mobile at flame tem-
peratures. This suggests that sintering between soot particles in the flame environment is
likely, particularly for small particles with diameters less than 10 nm.
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